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SUMMARY
With the big success of 802.11 wireless networks, there
have been many proposals addressing end-to-end QoS guarantees in 802.11
WLAN. However, we have found that current end-to-end QoS architectures lack of one or more important properties such as cross-layer interaction, end-to-end integration, reconfigurability and modularity. In this work,
we present an end-to-end reference QoS architecture for 802.11 WLAN
that encapsulates in an unifying fashion software-based QoS components
(mechanisms, algorithms, services), proposed in the literature. To show the
usefulness and correctness of the reference architecture, we present three
case studies of end-to-end QoS architectures addressing diﬀerent QoS requirements such as bandwidth and delay with diﬀerent approaches such as
diﬀerentiated services and integrated services. We will give an architectural
comparison and performance evaluation of these architectures. We believe
the reference QoS architectures can help QoS designers to understand the
importance and the complexity of various QoS components during the design phase and thus choose these QoS components appropriately.
key words: QoS management, WLAN, cross-layer design, soft real-time
scheduling

1.

Introduction

With the proliferation of wireless technologies, many applications now can enjoy the flexible and cost-eﬀective solutions provided by the wireless networks. Furthermore, due
to the big success of 802.11x technologies, there have been
trends to use 802.11 in more important applications such as
monitoring and control applications [31]. However, to support such applications, Quality-of-Service (QoS) becomes a
major factor to be considered.
Meeting QoS in WLAN is fundamentally an end-toend issue, that is, from application-to-application. For example, consider wireless camera surveillance applications
where cameras capture images and transmit to the base station: quality of service guarantee should apply to the complete flow from each wireless camera including the CPU
resource for frame processing and the network bandwidth
for frame transmission from camera to the base station. In
another example, consider power substation monitoring applications where wireless sensors attached to power devices
want to send samples and measurements to a power gateway: QoS guarantee again should apply to complete flow
from each sensor including CPU resource and the network
delay for measurement transmission from sensor to the gateway. Figure 1 and Fig. 2 illustrate scenarios of these two
examples. One key observation in the above two examples
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is that there has to be QoS mechanisms for each individual
system component (i.e. CPU and network) and a coordination mechanism among them. In other words, it is required
that all resources and their corresponding system components along the end-to-end path of the distributed real-time
systems work together to achieve the desirable application
behaviors.
There has been a lot of work addressing QoS guarantees at each layer such as network layer [2], [9], [13], [28],
[29], [40], [41], operating system [5], [20], [21], [27], [35],
[42] or middle-ware layer [18], [19]. End-to-end guarantees [14], [15], [31], [34], [38] have also been considered. In
summary, current proposed QoS architectures have following limitations:
1. Lack of cross-layer interaction: Several QoS mechanisms lack of cross-layer interactions. They only rely
on individual QoS mechanisms at one layer such as
MAC layer. The lack of cross-layer interaction usually
leads to incompatibilities.

Fig. 1

Power substation monitoring.
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Fig. 2

Camera surveillance.
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2. Lack of end-to-end integration: Proposed QoS mechanisms address QoS issues at individual system components such as network layer or operating system. QoS
applications, however, often require end-to-end QoS
guarantees as we see in the above two example scenarios. Thus, end-to-end integration is required for all
QoS mechanisms of system components along end-toend path.
3. Lack of reconfigurability: Most QoS architectures are
designed for specific applications/scenarios. In most
cases, supporting new QoS requirements requires a redesign of QoS architecture.
4. Lack of modularity: Proposed architectures usually
have system components that are tightly coupled.
Components cannot be added, removed, or substituted
due to such tight coupling. In some scenarios, it is
particularly useful to add, remove, or substitute certain
QoS mechanism.
In recognition of above limitations, we present a reference end-to-end QoS architecture that abstracts from currently proposed QoS mechanisms and architectures for
WLAN. The reference architecture consists of softwarebased and reconfigurable QoS components† at MAC layer,
network layer, middle-ware and application layer and coordination mechanisms to integrate these QoS components
for end-to-end QoS guarantees. The architecture has a high
degree of reconfigurability which supports a wide range
of QoS guarantees ranging from weak QoS guarantees such
as network service diﬀerentiation to strong QoS guarantees
such as very fine-grained delay-sensitive guarantees. It is
also end-to-end integrated meaning that it has a coordination across layers such as MAC layer, network layer and
middleware layer and across end-to-end components such
as network component and OS component. Finally, the reference architecture has a strong modularity which means
QoS components in the architecture can be added, removed
or substituted to meet various QoS requirements.
To show the usefulness and correctness of the reference
architecture, we will first show a map between current proposed end-to-end QoS architectures to this reference QoS
architecture. Then, we will demonstrate several use-cases
of QoS architectures proposed in [30] (referred to as BMDSRT), [26] (referred to as iDSRT) and [18], [19] (referred
to as M-WTP). The main reason for choosing the three QoS
architectures are because
1. they are all cross-layer designed and indeed, their QoS
components cover all components in the reference architecture;
2. they represent both reservation-based integrated approach [26], [30] and service diﬀerentiation approach
[18], [19];
3. they consider diﬀerent QoS metrics: delay guarantees
[18], [19], [26] and bandwidth guarantees [30]; and
4. they consider diﬀerent degree of QoS guarantees:
coarse-grained/weak delay guarantees [18], [19] and
fine-grained/strong delay guarantees [26].

Our main contribution in this work is the reference QoS
architecture that helps QoS designers to understand the importance and complexity of various QoS components and
thus choose QoS components appropriately during the design phase. The architecture will also help the QoS designer to integrate these QoS mechanisms easily and thus
produce a highly reconfigurable end-to-end QoS architecture for WLAN.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we present the reference QoS architecture for WLAN and
discuss each individual QoS component in the QoS architecture. For each individual QoS component, we also discuss how it has been used and implemented in proposed
QoS architectures. In Sect. 3, we will show three case studies of QoS end-to-end design to demonstrate various aspects
of the reference architecture in details. In Sect. 4, we will
give an architectural comparison and performance evaluation of several proposed QoS architectures against the reference QoS architecture. We conclude our work in Sect. 5.

2.

Reference QoS Architecture for WLAN

2.1 Basic Approach
Similar to wired network, there are two basic approaches to
achieve QoS in WLAN: integrated service (IntServ) and differentiated service (DiﬀServ). DiﬀServ uses prioritization
of applications to diﬀerentiate real-time applications over
best-eﬀort applications. DiﬀServ is more flexible and scalable but has weak end-to-end QoS guarantees. Integrated
Service uses resource reservation to reserve resources along
end-to-end path and thus can achieve strong end-to-end QoS
guarantees. The reference architecture presented in the subsequent sections considers both integrated service and differentiated service approach.
2.2 Architecture Overview
The reference architecture is shown in Fig. 3. It is layered
similar to OSI network model and thus has MAC layer, network layer, transport layer, middleware layer and application layer. It is also divided into two planes: control plane
and data plane. The control plane consists of QoS components and mechanisms responsible for QoS control and management. According to [4], QoS control includes QoS components such as flow scheduling, flow policing, flow control
and flow synchronization. QoS management includes QoS
monitoring, QoS maintenance and QoS adaptation. Lastly
and also most importantly, the reference architecture has a
set of CPU-related QoS components lying on the control
plane to ensure CPU guarantees. This is usually a missing
component in existing end-to-end QoS architecture.
The reference architecture consists of QoS components
†
The term “QoS components” refer to architectural QoS mechanisms such as bandwidth/delay monitor, network schedulers.
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Fig. 3

End-to-end reference QoS architecture.

from MAC layer to middleware layer. For the network QoS
mechanisms, at the MAC layer, we have a network monitor
which essentially keeps track of wireless channel condition
such as perceived bandwidth. Note that the network monitor can also be implemented at the link layer to have an
advantage of no modifications of the network driver. At the
network layer, we have network scheduler which schedules
packets from applications according to their QoS requirement. This QoS component is sometime referred to as intra
node scheduler† . At the middleware layer, we have a packet
classifier which marks packet importance belonging to registered QoS applications so that the network scheduler can
have appropriate scheduling. In addition to the packet classifier, there is a QoS coordination mechanism lying in the
control plane. This is a distributed entity ensuring all QoS
components/mechanisms work altogether at local nodes and
at the network-wide. In addition, the coordinator also plays
the role of QoS adaptation as we will show in detail later.
Beside the network-related QoS mechanisms, the architecture also has a CPU-related QoS mechanisms to ensure that applications get enough CPU resource to process
their data before being able to send to the network. This
is one of the crucial QoS components to provide a complete end-to-end guarantees as shown in [15], [26], [30],
[34]. Task classifier is similar to packet classifier in that it
diﬀerentiates tasks coming from registered real-time applications and non-registered best-eﬀort applications. This is
to ensure that registered real-time tasks to have appropriate
CPU scheduling.
In the following sub-sections, we are going to present
detailed information and role of each QoS component and
mechanism in the reference architecture.
2.3 QoS Components
Network Monitor: Residing within the control plane, network monitor is one of the important components for QoS
management, especially in the context of wireless LAN. Unlike wired medium, wireless medium is shared and open in
nature. Thus, in a wireless network, each node may perceive
very diﬀerent network condition, depending on its location,

the network size and the network load. Thus, a consistent
network monitoring is a necessary QoS mechanism to provide information on the availability of network resources.
Depending on QoS metrics, network monitors can collect information on bandwidth or delay of the wireless networks. Sha et al. [29] proposed a bandwidth monitor (BM)
to assist in bandwidth reservation in 802.11 WLAN networks. The perceived bandwidth (bits per time unit) is calculated as the size of the packet (in bits) divided by the time
diﬀerence (in time units) between the receiving time of two
consecutive packets at one node. Barry et al. [3] proposed a
Virtual MAC scheme that relies on bandwidth monitor. MWTP [19] also has a notion of delay monitor to provide delay diﬀerentiation. The delay monitor is similar to the one
proposed in [29]. It measures the time diﬀerence between
two received consecutive packets.
It is important to emphasize that the network monitor
can be implemented at the MAC layer [29] or the link layer
[18], [19]. Also, even though the network monitor has been
used mostly for service diﬀerence as proposed in [3], [19],
[29], it is important to emphasize that the network monitor
is also useful for resource reservation-based approach such
as in [30].
Network Scheduler: This component ensures that packets are scheduled appropriately to meet the respective QoS
requirements. Note that the network scheduler we are discussing here may have two roles: intra-node scheduling and
inter-node scheduling. The intra-node scheduler refers to
the scheduler of flows within one local node while the internode scheduler is the scheduler responsible for media access
contention (a.k.a. MAC). If the network system has a QoSaware MAC such as 802.11e [2] or other 802.11 QoS enhancements [33], [39], [40], the role of inter-node scheduling can be removed. However, in our reference architecture,
we assume a general 802.11 MAC due to its popularity and
thus only discuss network schedulers that can be done at the
network layer without any special supports from MAC layer.
But, the discussion is still applicable if the MAC is QoSaware. The only diﬀerence is that the intra-node scheduling
and the inter-node scheduling are separated in two diﬀerent
layers and that will be taken into account by the coordination as discussed later on.
There have been several proposals for delay-oriented
network scheduling such as EDF [6], [7], [26], WTP [10]
and bandwidth-oriented scheduling such as IEEE 802.11e
[2] and Bandwidth manager [29].
Packet Classifier: Residing in the data plane, the packet
classifier marks packets coming from applications so that
packets can be scheduled appropriately at the network layer.
A packet classifier is always coupled with either an adaptor
or a coordinator in the control plane. Specifically, for resource reservation-based approach, the packet classifier puts
the corresponding identifier of applications into the packets
†

MAC layer is also referred to as inter-node scheduler.
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so that the network scheduler can obtain associated QoS information such as deadlines [26]. The QoS information is
calculated and assigned by the Coordinator.
For service diﬀerentiation, the packet classifier puts the
current priority of the corresponding applications assigned
by the adaptor. The priority is dynamically calculated and
assigned according to its current QoS level and contract
[19].

needs to happen. The adaptation may happen only at the
network layer and middleware layer if there is still resource
to meet the QoS requirement [29]. However, when there
is not enough resource, the adaptation may happen at the
application level [19].
3.

Case Studies

3.1 BM-DSRT Architecture
Task Classifier: This component separates the tasks in different service classes that allows the scheduler to use different scheduling policies and mechanisms. It also allows
the application to specify the QoS requirements more easily
through diﬀerent application models. For example, a task
classifier might divide the tasks in best eﬀort for those tasks
that perform management jobs, hard realtime for those tasks
performing critical infrastructure jobs or soft realtime for
applications performing less constrained realtime jobs like
multimedia.
CPU Scheduler: This component is responsible of multiplexing the CPU across all the tasks in each of the application classes defined by the task classifier. The objective
of the CPU scheduler is to create a feasible schedule of
jobs such that the applications meet their QoS requirements.
Two important approaches are proportional share schedulers
and reservation based schedulers. Proportional share schedulers usually oﬀer only statistical guarantees. Some of these
approaches are Lottery scheduling [37], Borrowed Virtual
Time [36] and Surplus Fair Scheduling [8]. Reservation
based schedulers, on the other hand, oﬀer guaranteed QoS.
Two important approaches to mention are Generalized Rate
Monotonic Scheduler [1] and schedulers based on the Earliest Deadline First algorithm [24].
CPU Adaptor: The purpose of the CPU adaptation is to
account for variations in the resource demand of the application (e.g. Variable Bitrate Video) and also to account for
dependencies with best-eﬀort modules. The CPU Adaptor is
part of the control loop between the scheduler and the adaptor in which the adaptor decides to change the QoS parameters of the task. Some approaches to adaptation are [17],
[22], [25].
Coordinator/Adaptor: This component plays a crucial role
in putting QoS components altogether in a coordinated fashion. For reservation-based approach, the coordinator partitions end-to-end QoS requirements into the QoS requirement at diﬀerent QoS components along the end-to-end path
(i.e. network and CPU component). It also performs admission control test to ensure there is enough resource for admitted QoS applications [26], [30]. In service diﬀerentiation
approach, this role may not be necessary.
The role of an adaptor means adjusting the priority of
QoS applications according to their current QoS level [18],
[19]. The adaptor receives channel information from the
network monitor and decides at what level the adaptation

BM-DSRT [30] was designed for camera surveillance applications. It takes a resource reservation approach. Essentially, it consists of a dynamic soft real-time CPU scheduler
(DSRT) to reserve CPU resources and a bandwidth management component (BM) to reserve network bandwidth
for surveillance applications. Specifically, in the reference
architecture, BM-DSRT employs Dynamic Soft Real-time
Scheduling (DSRT) as CPU scheduler, a rate adaptor (RA)
at the middleware layer as the adaptor, a Total Bandwidth
Estimator (TBE) as the network monitor and a Bandwidth
Manager as the coordinator. In what follows, we are going to describe the bandwidth management subsystem. The
CPU sub-system is described in Sect. 3.2.
• Rate Adaptor: is the only entity which regulates the
a flow’s bandwidth consumption in accordance with
its allotted channel time proportion (CTP), defined as
the fraction of unit time for which a flow can have the
channel for its transmissions. The RA converts a flow’s
bandwidth requirements into CTP requirements, communicates this to the BM, and obtains an allotted CTP
for this flow from the BM. It then controls the transmission rate of each flow depending on its allotted CTP.
• Total Bandwidth Estimator: The per-node Total Bandwidth Estimator is co-located with the IEEE 802.11
protocol at the MAC layer. It estimates the total network bandwidth for each flow at the node it resides on.
This estimation is what each flow perceives at any particular time instant. The TBE continuously measures
the total perceived bandwidth for each flow. It periodically passes this up to the RA of the flow at the higher
layers where flow’s requirement is converted into its
CTP.
• Bandwidth Manager: The Bandwidth Manager performs admission control at the time of flow establishment and bandwidth redistribution at the time of
flow teardown. Admission control involves revocation of some channel time from existing flows and reallocation of this portion to the new flow. The BM also
performs re-negotiation either when some flow detects
a change in its perceived bandwidth or when its traﬃc
characteristics change. The BM admits a flow only if it
can allot at least its minimum CTP requirement. Otherwise, the flow is rejected. The remaining channel time
as yet unallotted after all the admitted flows’ minimum
channel time requirements are satisfied, is allotted on a
max-min fair basis.
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3.2 DSRT
DSRT is responsible for CPU task scheduling according to
their deadlines. Specifically, on each node, it manages realtime CPU tasks. To achieve this objective, DSRT is composed of three basic components, the Admission Control,
the Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) Scheduler and the Cycle
Demand Adaptor.
On a node, before using the realtime capabilities of the
system, a new RT task must register itself as a RT task in
the DSRT. Specifically, it must specify its period, its worst
case execution time and its relative deadline. The admission control for DSRT is the EDF schedulability test. If the
condition is met, the task is added to the running queue of
the EDF Scheduler and is scheduled to run in the next period. If the task cannot complete its job in the allotted time,
due to demand cycle variations, the Overrun Timer will preempt the task to best-eﬀort mode. In this case, the task will
only be allowed to run after all other real-time tasks have
used their allotted CPU time. The Overrun Timer removes
the task from the running queue and adds it to the overrun
queue. Tasks in best-eﬀort mode compete against each other
and use the standard OS non-realtime scheduler (Linux in
the case of our implementation). Therefore, they cannot get
a guaranteed CPU allocation.
If the deadline is not met, the Cycle Demand Adaptor
will keep track of this event. If it detects that the change in
the cycle demand is persistent and that assigned deadlines
are not met, it will try to increase the allotted cycle demand
for this particular task. In that case the Cycle Demand Adaptor will query the DSRT admission control to verify whether
there are enough CPU resource to increase the allotted resource for the real-time task.
3.3 M-WTP Architecture
M-WTP [18], [19] is a QoS system that provides end-toend delay/bandwidth guarantees using service diﬀerentiation approach. In the reference architecture, it has a delay/bandwidth monitor at the link layer, a priority adaptor
and a packet classifier at the middleware layer, and a waiting
time priority (WTP) scheduler at the network layer. The key
operating principle of M-WTP is a mapping of packet-level
priority to the end-to-end semantics and a feedback control
mechanism to adapt priorities for end-to-end guarantees.
• Bandwith/Delay Monitor: this monitor is similar to the
bandwidth monitor proposed in [29]. The only difference is that it is implemented at the link layer (i.e.
above the MAC layer and below the network layer).
• WTP Scheduler: To enforce the service diﬀerentiation,
M-WTP adopts a waiting time priority (WTP) scheduler at network layer originally introduced in [10], [11].
WTP oﬀers relative diﬀerentiated services between a
small number of service classes with diﬀerent service
quality in queueing delay and packet losses. [39] addresses the proportional service diﬀerentiation in terms

Fig. 4

Control loop of the system.

of throughput in WLANs. M-WTP, however, is an
approximation of the original proportional delay differentiation (PDD) model. Specifically, the normalized head waiting time of class i at time t is defined
as w
i (t) = wi (t)/δi , where wi (t) is the actual waiting
time of the head packet in service class i. The WTP
scheduler selects the packet from class j with the maxi (t)
imum normalized head waiting time j = arg max w
i∈B(t)

to serve, where B(t) stands for the set of classes at time
t waiting to be served. [12] shows that as the utilization
converges to 1, waiting time priority (WTP) scheduler
is one of the algorithms to approximate PDD in wired
networks under the assumption of Pareto or Poisson arrivals.
The end-to-end delay is achieved by having a prioritybased delay diﬀerentiated service at network layer,
and priority adjustment algorithm at middleware layer.
Specifically, a packet in service class i is attached with
a class parameter pi , which is interpreted as priority
of service class i. pi is determined dynamically by
the middleware. When a packet needs to be transmitted, the network layer scheduler selects the packet
p with the maximum normalized waiting time p =
arg max w p (t) pi where P(t) is the set of packets waitp∈P(t)

ing to be served in time t and w p (t) is the waiting time
of a packet p. The application packet with a larger priority pi is assigned more service.
• Adaptor: The middleware priority adaptor is modeled
using feedback control theory. The goal is to derive a
relatively stable adaptor. Due to the large system and
observation noises, M-WTP chooses the PI (Proportional and Integral) controller for priority adaptation.
which is the function of Middleware Adaptor. Block
diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 4.
3.4 iDSRT Architecture
iDSRT [26] was designed to support fine-grained end-toend delay guarantees for power substation monitoring applications. In the reference architecture, iDSRT employs
DSRT as the CPU scheduler, the implicit EDF as the network scheduler and a distributed coordinator at the middleware layer to integrate all schedulers: the task scheduler,
the packet scheduler (i.e. network scheduler) and the node
scheduler (i.e. MAC) to provide end-to-end soft real-time
guarantees in the system.
The scheduling and coordination framework of iDSRT
resides in the middleware, network and OS layers as shown
in Fig. 5. It allows RT and BE applications to run together
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and share resources in controlled manner. RT applications
rely on iCoord (Integrated Coordination) — a distributed
middleware component residing in the control plane of the
protocol stack. It receives QoS specification from RT applications, performs RT application profiling, and does the
QoS negotiation on behalf of the RT applications. Its central
role is managing resource allocation within each node and
among nodes to ensure end-to-end delay guarantees. Any
potential conflicts among RT tasks and BE tasks on a node
are resolved by the DSRT (see Sect. 3.2).
The network scheduler is iEDF (Implicit Earlier Deadline First) packet scheduler. Essentially, iEDF is a network
packet scheduler residing on-top of the MAC layer. It takes
the implicit contention approach to schedule transmission
slots according to the EDF policy. It manages the packet
queue of each node and makes sure all nodes agree on the
same packet to transmit over the shared medium within a
specific time slot.
4.

BM-DSRT [30] to show and validate the impact of each QoS
mechanism/component on the overall QoS guarantees in our
reference QoS architecture. We only pick representative results to support our impact argument and show the advantages and disadvantages of each QoS architecture.
iDSRT: Figures 6, 7 and 8 show end-to-end delay, missing deadline and packet losses under iDSRT system. It
is basically shown that an appropriate coordination at the
middleware-layer can tremendously help in terms of endto-end delay guarantees. Furthermore, the end-to-end delay
guarantees can be achieved in a very fine-grained manner
(in the order of milliseconds).
M-WTP Figures 9 and 10 show the eﬀect of priority adaptation in M-WTP for the two flows: flow 1 requests for 100 ms

Comparison & Performance Evaluation

4.1 Architecture Comparison
Table 1 shows a comparison of diﬀerent QoS architectures
that support QoS in WLAN without special support from
hardware. Most architectures take IntServ approach to have
strong end-to-end QoS guarantees. M-WTP [19] is the only
one architecture that takes DiﬀServ approach to guarantee
weak end-to-end QoS guarantees. Note that even though
there are many diﬀerent proposals supporting for service
diﬀerentiation over 802.11 such as [3], [39], [40], they all
require modifications of 802.11 MAC and thus will not be
considered due to their incompatibility.

Fig. 6

End-to-end delay.

Fig. 7

Missing deadlines.

4.2 Performance Evaluation
We present the performance of our three representative endto-end QoS architectures: M-WTP [19], iDSRT [26] and

Fig. 5

Fig. 8

End-to-end architecture of iDSRT.

Table 1
BM-DSRT [30]
iDSRT [26]
M-WTP [19]
WRESV [23]
MURALS [15]
STDMA [16]

NetMon
BW
n/a
BW&Delay
BW
BW
BW&Delay

NetSched
802.11
iEDF
WTP
802.11
WRether [32]
STDMA

Packet loss.

Comparison of diﬀerent QoS architectures.
CPUSched
DSRT
DSRT
Linux
Linux
Virtual Clock [43]
Linux

Coord.
BW.Manager
iCoord
Priority Adaptor
WBM
Global Scheduler
STDMA

Approach
IntServ
IntServ
DiﬀServ
IntServ
IntServ
IntServ

QoS Metrics
BW
Delay
BW&Delay
BW
BW
BW

Guarantees
Strong BW
Strong Delay
Weak BW&DL
Strong BW
Strong BW
Strong BW&DL
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24 pkts/s. Without bandwidth manager as shown in Fig. 11,
the rate of each flow has a large deviation and even goes below the request rate. However, with the help of bandwidth
manager and rate adaptor, the minimal request rate of flows
is guaranteed as shown in Fig. 11.
5.
Fig. 9

Fig. 10

MWTP — No priority adaptation.

MWTP — With priority adaptation.

Conclusions

We have presented the end-to-end reference QoS architecture for 802.11 WLAN consisting of QoS components
and mechanisms from diﬀerent layers and system components. The reference architecture is a highly reconfigurable,
end-to-end integrated and has a strong modularity. We
have shown how currently proposed end-to-end architectures are mapped into the reference architecture. We have
also demonstrated the three case-studies we pick to show
and validate the impact of each QoS mechanism/component
on the overall QoS guarantees in our reference QoS architecture. We believe the reference QoS architectures can help
QoS designers to understand the importance and the complexity of various QoS components during the design phase
and thus choose these QoS components appropriately.
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